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OMG, Abigale. T his paper actually blew me away. It is
SUCH a relief to read this af ter slogging through
papers riddled with mistakes in grammar and diction!
You have read the book with attention and genuine
engagement, and you have responded to it in a way
that is sensitive, human, and scholarly all at once.
You're really good at this! I'm very impressed! T here
are a f ew tiny weaknesses here. T he most notable
of these is that you don't transition between ideas.
Your ideas ARE connected, of course but you
sometimes drop the thread of your thesis and then
attempt to pick it up later instead of keeping it
moving throughout the essay. T he other weakness
is that your paragraph about prose style is a little
"f uzzy." I think you can sharpen it up with just a
sentence or two that directly explains how streamof -consciousness ref lects Helga's overburdened
mind. Overall, though, this essay is a resounding A.
T hanks f or working so hard on this.
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Comment 1
Perf ect MLA f ormat! T hank you!

Comment 2
I love the opening quote... but you have f ailed to connect it suf f iciently to your next sentence.
You need a segue of some kind.

Comment 3
Keep your sentence parallel: ... were born to Caucasian mothers and Af rican American f athers...

Comment 4
It's not exactly "in her notable and powerf ul writing style" that she does this. I think you need to
replace "in" with a dif f erent preposition or sentence opener.

Comment 5
Your thesis is very clear. Good girl!
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Comment 6
Your quotes are perf ectly incorporated. Brava!

Comment 7
You're kind of leaping f rom one example to another here. T he juxtaposition of these two
incidents implies that the f irst one directly caused the second one, which I don't think is the
case.

Comment 8
You have closed of f your point about Helga's rebellion against stereotypes, but you haven't
quite connected it back with your thesis.

Comment 9
Your topic sentence is very clear, but there is no real transition. (You could have transitioned
easily if your previous paragraph had mentioned resonating with readers).
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Comment 10
T he pronoun "she" is slightly ambiguous here.

Comment 11
Yes! Here you have closed of f your point very ef f ectively!

Comment 12
Again, a transition is absent here.

Comment 13
I'm not sure what an "almost stream-of -consciousness style of writing" is.

Comment 14
I get this point, but I don't think you have f ully explained how the detached writing style per se
contributes to the novel's power and status as a classic.
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Comment 15
You need a transition!

Comment 16
T he title "writer" (alas) does not get a capital letter. It SHOULD... but your capitalization here is
improper.

Comment 17
Great! You have used an outside source very ef f ectively here.

Comment 18
It's a bit awkward and conf using to roll these two centuries together. What about the 20th?

Comment 19
Wow. Resounding conclusion!
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